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GREEK MYTHS AND LEGENDS
part I     INTRODUCTION
(a) The Significance o! the Myths and I<egends
\\ e ill know how the stones and books that we
knew m our jouth have coloured our thought
So it w with the mjths and legends of the earliest
civilisation of Europe that of the Greeks Their
stories have entered the stream of consciousness
of Luroi^n men ind women through the ages
affecting their literature and irt and even thej:
ways of thinking
The Ongm of Myths True myth has been
defined b> Pobert Graves as the reduction
to narratn e shorthand of ritual mime performed
on public festivals and m many cases recordi d
pietonally These rituals were says Gra\es
archaic magic makings that promoted the
ftrtilitj or stabihty of a sacred queeudom or
kingdom—dueendoms having it seems preceded
kingdoms throughout the Creek speaking area
The immense diversity of these mjths is partly
due to geographical causes for in the widely
differing districts of Greece different conceptions
of the divmlty and varjuig rituals of propitiation
•were evolved There are also historical causes
for the Mediterranean peoples worshipping an
earth goddess were conquered by successiv e waves
of Hellenes bringing with them some form of
tribal sky god
Legends Interwoven with the religious myths
were a host of legends traditional stones which
though not authentic had like the tales of Troy
a substratum of fact There were also all kinds
of fables and anecdotes folk tales such as that
of Perseus and allegories and romances which
tused with the mjths and legends to make a
fascinating complex of stories
Thehr Preservation in Literary Form These
have been preserved for us largely by the Greek
poets especially by Homer in his Ihad and
Odyssey and by Hesiod m his Theogony works
which probably date from about the eighth
century b o The Greek dramatists of the fifth
century B o —Aeschylus. Sophocles and Euripides
—who relied on myth and legend for most of then-
plots also handed on the ancient tales though
often in slightlj altered form Then about five
centuries later Roman writers, such as Virgil
Ovid and Horace modelling themselves on the
Greeks refashioned and embroidered their
themes It is not surprising that we have so
many variants of the same tale
This rich and complex treasure of Greek myth
and legend has become increasingly familiar
m Western Europe at first in Latin versions
then after the Renaissance In the original Greek
and today in excellent modern translations
Their Significance Today Because of their
extraordinary vitality and pervasiveness some
familiarity with Greek myth and legend is almost
indispensable to a full appreciation, of our Euro
pean culture
In Art and Literature Great painters lite
Botticelli Veronese and Rubens made the ancient
stories the subject of then; pictures and writers
 from Shakebpeare to James Jovee hare emiched
then- work by constant reference The rruuh
dramatists from Racme to Giraudous are notiljle
for relying on them for the basic plot of their
dramas Today when good ard inexpensive
translations enable as to go direct to Homers
Iliad or to see Euripides Media on the "taste
it is espeti ill> useful to have some general know
ledge of the mjthieal background to the particular
epic or play
Psychology Jsot only to those who love
art and literituic is the knowledge of ( reek
mstholofcj regarding Psychologists have found
here suggestive svmbols for the profound mental
processes thev are endeavouring to elucidate
Through Freud the term (Ldipus complex: is
now a commouplate and Jung has found in tlie
mythb symbolic archetypes of human response
Philosophy and Religion Philosophers albO
have found it profitable to retmn to the myths
Bertram! Russell emphasises the influence of
Greek religion on C reek philosophy and through
such philosophers as Pythagoras and Plato on
Christiamtj itself
Anthropology Of recent years anthropologists
scrutinising the myths have been able to discern
something of the way of life of primitive societies
The two volume Penguin The Greek Myths by
Robert (_ rav es incorporates some of their inter
pretations
Archaeology Perhaps the most exciting of all
recent investigations are those of the archaeologists
working on sites once considered onlj legendary
The German Schhemann trusting to the fidelity
of his Homer actually unearthed the foundations
of Priam s Jroy and Agamemnon s MjeeiuB
finding fabulous treasure and proving to the
astonished world that these antique tales were
indeed rooted m fact Through Sehliemanns
trust m Homer we have added an early chapter
to History that of the Mycenaean culture of
pre classical Greek which flourished from about
1550 to 1200 b o
Another centre of ancient story the island of
Crete was the field of Sir Arthur Evans encniiries
and his excavation of the magnificent Palace of
Cnossos not only pushed back the frontiers of
history yet further to about 3000 B c but also
showed how many Cretan legends liad. some
factual basis
More recent excavations at legendary My
censean sites on the mainland have led to the
discovery of the Palace of Nestor at Pylos and
the House of Cadmus at Thebes
Tablets found at Myeenasan towns and m
Cnossos inscribed in an entirely unknown script
Linear B have challenged scholars with a
fascinating puzzle After years of study Michael
Veatns and others have at last been able to de
cipher the script Although, so far only inven
tones are available It is significant that the
language used is archaic Greek We now know
therefore that the Greeks of the Mycentean
age could write and that Homers single re
ference to writing is once more a faithful record

